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About the writer
by Fabian Mastrangelo

Susana was born in Uruguay in 1973. She is a writer, editor and proofreader. His books
have been published in Uruguay, Costa Rica, Mexico, Chile, Spain and Slovenia. She is
interested in real life issues. That is why she presents stories of realistic literature for
children. She believes that from small everyday events it is possible to build a
meaningful life. She currently lives in Palma de Mallorca, Balearic Islands, Spain.
The Institute of Balearic Studies has a program to support the edition, translation and
mobility of the authors. This support can reach up to 50% of production. You could
apply!

Know more about 
the author

Website
Linkedin

Facebook
Instagram

Twitter

http://www.iebalearics.org/en/grants/
https://www.susana-aliano.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/saliano/
https://www.facebook.com/aliano.casales/
https://www.instagram.com/SusanaAliano/
https://twitter.com/SusanaAliano
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The Light in the Shadow
by Susana Aliano Casales & Ana Seixas

I go from my house to the river, from the
river to the plaza, from the plaza to the
cathedral, from the cathedral to school...
Walking is my favorite activity. I walk
everywhere in the small city where I live.
This makes me feel like I'm the boss of the
streets and yards, the gardens and forests.
And of myself!

empathy, fear, observation

Work in progress

http://issuu.com/editorialmaspimienta/docs/portada-convertido
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The Secret of the Red Umbrella
by Susana Aliano Casales & Ana Seixas

Today the sun shines. The woman is
sitting on a bench in the square, under the
shade of a large tree. She writes in her
notebook.

empathy, curiosity, books

https://issuu.com/editorialmaspimienta/docs/the_secret_of_the_red_umbrella
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Nyah Nyah
by Susana Aliano Casales & Francesca Dell'Orto

His name is Pedro and he’s a boy, but he
looks like a girl. Unlike his sister, Valeria,
who looks like a boy. They’re the strangest
kids at school.

bullying, gender, school

http://issuu.com/editorialmaspimienta/docs/nyah_nyah
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My Sheepdog Chiche
by Susana Aliano Casales & Mauricio Marra Arnábal

Chiche was a brown sheepdog that my
grandfather gave my older brother for his
birthday. When I was born, Chiche had
already lived with us for a few years, so he
was part of the family before me.

dogs, love, resilience

https://issuu.com/susanaalianocasales/docs/my_sheepdog_chiche-maspimienta-urug
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Going Home
by Susana Aliano Casales & Mauricio Marra Arnábal

Sometimes, I don’t feel like going home. I
run around a bush a hundred times, or I
count all the trees along the avenue once
again, or I simply lie down on the grass of
the plaza, which is like an enormous green
carpet all painted with flowers. 

violence, family, resilience

https://issuu.com/susanaalianocasales/docs/going_home-maspimienta-uruguay
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A Meeting of Words
by Susana Aliano Casales & Mauricio Marra Arnábal

My mother let me sit in the window seat,
because the journey would be long and
she knew I liked to look out at the
landscape, counting sheep, trees, and
clouds. The journey lasted six hours. Six
hours of thoughts, six hours of anxieties
but also six hours of excitement, because
we were heading toward a new home, to a
new life.

travel, friends, language

https://issuu.com/editorialmaspimienta/docs/a_meeting_of_words_-maspimienta-uru
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Small Stories for Great Dreamers
by Susana Aliano Casales & Kerch Bentos Pereira

Stories that are interlaced and bringing
you into the dreaming world where
everything is possible. Small instructions
not to lose sleep: You can read this book
page by page, also vocal to vocal or, if you
prefer, you can start in the middle and go
wherever you like. Order does not matter
when it comes to small stories for great
dreamers.

night, dream, imagination

https://issuu.com/susanaalianocasales/docs/peque__as_historias-issuu
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One, Two, Three ... What Animals
do You See?
by Susana Aliano Casales & Kerch Bentos Pereira

This book is an invitation to meet some
animals that live in our fields, swim in our
rivers and fly through our sky. Although,
there are others that can walk under our
feets.

numbers, animals, games

https://issuu.com/susanaalianocasales/docs/uno_dos_tres-issuu
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